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ABSTRACT 
We prove necessary and sufficient conditions for simultaneous diagonalizability, 
by means of biunitary transformations, of a family of compact linear operators 
mapping a complex Hilbert space 2 into a complex Hilbert space 2’. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In some physical problems, for instance in the framework of gauge field 
theory of elementary particles [l-2], the following algebraic problem is met. 
Given a finite family G of complex N X N’ matrices, find two unitary 
matrices U and U’ such that all the matrices A’ = UAU’, A E G, are 
diagonal, in the sense that the matrix elements A:j are proportional to the 
Kronecker symbols a,,, i = 1,. . . , N, j = 1,. . . , N’. If this is the case, we shall 
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say that the family of matrices is diagonalizable by means of a biunitay 
transfmtion or, briefly, that it is biunitarily diagonalizable. 
In Reference [l] the following theorem has been stated and the basic idea 
for its proof has been sketched: 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a finite family of complex square matrices and 
G* = {A* 1 A E G} denote the family of the adjoints. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) there exist unitary matrices U, u’ such that all the matrices U’*AU, 
A E G, are diagonal; 
(ii) thefamiliesG*G={A*BIA,B~G} andGG*={AB*(A,BEG} 
are commutative. 
In Reference [2] a complete proof of the theorem has been provided on 
the additional assumption that there are matrices A*A, A E G, with only 
simple eigenvalues. A proof of Theorem 1 has also been proposed by Grimus 
and Ecker [3]. 
Our aim in this paper is mainly to show that Theorem I can be extended 
to the case of a finite family of compact linear operators mapping a complex 
Hilbert space &’ into a complex Hilbert space 2 (the spaces .P and Z” 
will not be required to be separable). We shall also be led to argue on the 
relations between the conditions allowing for diagonalizability by means of 
biunitary and of unitary transformations. 
In Section 2 we shall define our notation, extend the notion of bidiagonal- 
izability to families of operators in Hilbert spaces, and state our results: a 
main theorem and two immediate consequences. In Section 3 we shall prove 
the main theorem. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS 
Let us fix our notation and recall some known facts. We shall consider a 
finite family G c 9(X’, X”) of n continuous linear operators from a com- 
plex Hilbert space 2 into a complex Hilbert space 2’. We shall denote by 
(. , -) and (. , .)’ the hermitian scalar products in .X? and .%“‘, by S(G) the 
subspace of P(&‘, 2’) generated by G, and by ker( .) and ran(e) respec- 
tively the kernel and the range of an element of Z(.%“, 2’). The kernel and 
the range of a subset K of U(.P, .%?‘) will be defined respectively as the 
intersection of all the subspaces ker( A), A E K, and the subspace of .%‘I 
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generated by the union of all the subspaces ran(A), A E K: 
ker(K)= n ker(A)= {~EXIAU=OVAEG}, 
AcK 
(Ia) 
(lb) 
We shall denote by A* the adjoint of A E L?(.%‘, 2’): 
(v, A*v’) = (Au, v’)’ Vu E 2, v’ E 2”. (2) 
We shall write G*= {A*IAEG} cL?(X’,.%), G*G= {A*BIA,BEG} 
c P(X), and GG* = { AB* 1 A, B E G} c 9(X’). 
The following relations are clearly true: 
ker(G) = ker(S(G)) = ran(G*) * = ran(S(G*)) I; (3a) 
ker(G*) = ker(S(G*)) = ran(G) I’= ran(S(G)) I’; (3b) 
where L and L ’ denote orthogonal complementation in &’ and, respectively, 
&“. From Equations (3) we get immediately for the closures in 2 and 2”, 
respectively, of the sets ran(S(G*)) and ran(S( G)) 
ran(S(G*)) = ker(G)‘, (da) 
ran(S(G))’ = ker(G*) I’. @b) 
It is also well known that 
ker( G*G) = ker( G), ker(GG*) = ker(G*). (5) 
A suitable generalization of the notion of bidiagonalizable family of 
matrices to the case of a finite family of continuous linear operators can be 
formalized in the following way. 
A finite subset G of Y(2, 2”) will be called biunitarily diagonulizubk 
if there exist: 
(a) orthonormal bases { uj}j E B in .x? and { uj,} jlE 8’ in 2”; 
(b) subsets 3 c f and J’ z #’ and a bijection 8: 9 + X’; 
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(c) for each i E 9 a function ci: G - C such that the following relations 
hold for all A E G and for all j’ E $‘: 
If the Equations (6) are satisfied, the family G will be said to be diagonal 
with respect to the bases { uj}jE8 and { v3T}jTE8’, and it is possible, us we 
shall always do in the following, to redefine the sets 3, f’, 9, and 3’ and 
reindex the bases so that: 
(d) Y= {iE%Ivi4ker(G)}; 
(e) Y’ = 9 and fl is the identity. 
With this choice the equations (6) can be rewritten in the following form: 
( AVj, V;,)‘= cj( A)Sjj,, j E $, j’ E $‘, (7) 
where, Vj E 8, cj is a complex function on G which is not identically zero 
onGifandonlyifjjE. 
The equations (7) are equivalent to 
Avj = 
cj(A)vj for j ~9, 
0 for jE$\Y. 
(8) 
It will be useful for the sequel to reformulate the conditions of Equations 
(7) and (8) in terms of the elements of G*. The equations (7) are equivalent 
to 
(A*$, vi) = c;( A*)Sjrj, jE#, j'Ey', A*EG*, @a> 
where we have defined, Vj’ E y’, the complex functions c,L on G*: 
c;,( A*) = 'jtCA) 
for j’E.F, 
VAEG, (qb) 
0 for j’ E /‘\Y 
so that ci, z 0 if and only if j’ E 9. In analogy with the equations (8) we get 
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also 
A*u’. = 
cj’,( A*)ujr for j’E.F, 
1, VA* E G*. 0 for j’ E $‘\.% 
(IO) 
In the following we shall denote by the same symbols cj and c;, the 
natural linear extensions of the functions cj, j E ,$, and c,!,, j’ E f’, to the 
whole of S(G) and S(G*) respectively. 
The meaning of the basis vectors vi and u:, i E Y, is transparent from 
Equations (8) and (10): when G is diagonal with respect to the bases 
{‘j)jEP and { uj,}j,Ey, the sets { Zj}jjf\\p { “;‘}j*~~\~, { ui}i~~v and 
{ v( } i E 9 yield bases respectively in the subspaces ker(G) = ker(S(G)) c 2, 
ker(G*) = ker(S(G*)) C X’, ran(S(G*)) and ran(S(G)). 
Itisalsoclearthat {vj}.EY 
a/l 
[{ u~,}~,~~] is a basis in 2’ [X”] formed by 
common eigenvectors of the transformations of the family of compact 
transformations G*G c Y(X) [ GG* c A?‘( X’)]: 
A*Buj=cj(B)cj(A)uj, j~#; 
AB*u;> = cjt( B) cj,( A)$, j’ E j’, 
014 
OW 
MAIN THEOREM. Let 2’ and 2 be complex (not necessarily separable) 
Hilbert spaces, and G a finite family of compact linear operators from 3ca 
into X’. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) The family G is biunitarily diagonulizable. 
(ii) The families G*G and GG* are commutative. 
(iii) The family G*G is commutative and there are elements Z in the 
complex linear span S(G) of G such that 
ran(Z) 2 ran(S(G)). 
(iii’) The family GG* is commutative and there are Z* E S(G*)such that 
ran(Z*) 2 ran(S(G*)). 
(iv) AB*C = CB*A VA, B, C E G. 
The equivalence of (i) and (ii) in our main theorem is clearly an extension 
of Theorem 1, in the sense that, if G is biunitarily diagonalizable, N and N 
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are the finite dimensions of &’ and Yc“‘, and { ej} 1 c j ~ N and { ei} 1 G jrg N 
are arbitrary orthonormal bases in 2 and Z”, then 9 can be identified to 
{I,..., N, }, No < min{ N, N’}, and the equations (7) are equivalent to the 
existence in 2’ and, respectively, .Z” of unitary linear transformations U and 
U’, transforming the bases { ej} i d j d N and { e;,} i ~ j, < N’ into the orthonor- 
mal bases { vj}iG jGN and { vjP}i9 jSGN’, so that (U’*AUej, ei)‘= (Avj, vj,)’ 
= cj(A)6,,,, j = 1,. . . , N, j’= 1,. . . , N’, A E G, where cj = 0 for N, < j < N. 
The other equivalences claimed in the main theorem give additional 
information on the action of G on 2 and point out algebraic relations 
among the elements of G and G*, holding when G is biunitarily diagonaliz- 
able. 
An immediate consequence of the main theorem is the following: 
COROLLARY 1. Two unitary operators can be simultaneously diagonul- 
ized by means of a biunitary transformation. 
It is well known that a family G of compact linear transformations in a 
Hilbert space is unitarily diagonalizable if and only if it is a commutative 
family of normal matrices. If this is the case, the family GG* U G*G is 
commutative. The converse, however, it not true even when each A E G is 
hermitian. An example of this fact is given by the choice 
G= {&B}, A=(; ;), B=(; -;). 
In this example the squares of all the normal elements of the complex linear 
span of the family { A, B } are proportional to the unit matrix and therefore 
have no simple eigenvalues. 
The following is a consequence of our main theorem: 
COROLLARY 2. Let G be a finite family of compact linear transformu- 
tions in a complex Hilbert space 2, and let G*G and GG* be commutative. 
Zf in the complex linear span S(G) of G there are normal operators X such 
that X*X has only simple eigenvalues, then G is unitarily diagonalizable. 
Proof. From (ii) e (iv) of the main theorem, the following relations hold: 
XX*A = AX*X VA, X E S(G). (12) 
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Now, if X is normal and X*X = XX* has only simple eigenvalues, the 
equations (12) are sufficient to assure that G U G* is commutative and 
therefore G is unitarily diagonalizable. n 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section we shall prove the main theorem following the lines 
indicated in the original proof of Theorem 1 [4] and in Reference [3]. 
(i) = (ii) 
From Equations (11) and the definition of the functions cj, we get for all 
A, B E S(G) 
(A*Bv,, oI) = (Bv,, Au,)‘= c,(A) C&+&I, k,l&8, 
showing that G*G is commutative, since the elements of G*G are repre- 
sented by diagonal matrices in the basis { vj}jcg. 
The commutativity of GG* is proved in an analogous way. 
(ii) * (i) 
If GG* and G*G are commutative, S(G*G) and S(GG*) are finitely 
generated commutative families of compact normal operators. As a conse- 
quence, in .%’ there are orthonormal bases { vi } j E B formed by common 
eigenvectors of all the transformations of S(G*G): 
fij=Pj(D)vjY ES(G*G), Jay, (13) 
where pi is a complex weight on S(G*G). 
Let us set 
Y= {iEIIvi@ker(G)]; 04) 
then in order to prove (ii) * (i) it will be sufficient to show that all the 
subspaces S(G)v,, i E S, are one-dimensional and S(G)v, is orthogonal to 
S(G)v, for k # 2 and k, 1 E 3. This is easy to check. For each fixed i E f 
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there is at least an A E S(G) such that Avi # 0. For such an A and for all 
B E S(G) we get from the commutativity of S(GG*) and the equations (13) 
Bui = pi( A*A) - %A*AA*Ao, 
= ,oi( A*A) - %A*BA*Au, = pi( A*B)pi( A*A ) -‘At+, 
which proves that all the vector spaces S(G)V,, i E 9, are one-dimensional. 
Their mutual orthogonality is also a consequence of the equations (13): 
(i) 3 (iii) 
First of all, let us note that, if G is biunitarily diagonalizable, 9 is a finite or 
countable set. In fact, ran(G) is separable, since G is a finite family of 
compact operators. 
Let us now denote by A,, r = 1,. . . , n, the elements of G, and for 
5 = ({il.. ., (,) E C” let us define the operator A(S) E S(G): 
A(l) = i$A,. 05) 
1 
For each i E Y, we shall denote by V, the linear subspace of C n defined by 
Since ci#O for iE9, and C”\(U,,,~)#~ (as C” cannot be a finite or 
countable union of its proper subspaces), Vi has necessarily codimension 1 
in C”. 
By choosing 5 in C”\(lJi E xq), we get from Equations (15) and (8) 
which implies 
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since {o;}~~/ is a basis in ran(S(G)). 
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(ii) * (iii’) 
The proof is similar to the proof of (ii) * (iii), with the roles of G and G* 
exchanged. 
(iii) * (iv) 
Let 2 = A(l), where A(l) is defined in Equation (15) and { is chosen so that 
ran(Z) 2 ran(S(G)). 
Then, from the commutativity of S(G*G), 
Z*( AZ*Z - ZZ*A) = 0 * ran( AZ*Z - ZZ*A) c ker Z* VAEG. 
But from Equation (16) we get 
ran( AZ*Z - ZZ*A) 2 ran(Z) , 
and obviously 
ker(Z*) I ran(Z) 
Therefore: 
AZ*Z = ZZ*A VAEG. 07) 
The same procedure can now be repeated starting from different ele- 
ments of G. From the commutativity of S(G*G) and Equation (17) we 
obtain VA, B E G 
O=Z*AB*Z-B*ZZ*A=Z*(AB*Z-ZB*A)=O 
a ran( AB*Z-ZB*A)C ker(Z*). 
Thus, by the same arguments used above, 
AB*Z=ZB*A VA,BEG. 08) 
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A similar procedure, starting from 
Z*AB*C = B*CZ*A 
and using Equation (18), leads to 
AB*C = CB*A VA,B,CEG. (19) 
(iii’) * (iv) 
The proof is analogous to the proof of (iii) 3 (iv), with the roles of G and G* 
exchanged. 
(iv) * (ii) 
From the equations (19) we obtain 
AB*CD* = CB*AD* = CD*AB* VA, B,C, DEG, 
and analogously 
A*BC*D = C*BA*D = C*DA*B VA, B,C, DEG. 
This completes the proof of the main theorem. 
We would like to thank the referee fo7 his constructive criticism. We are 
also indebted to Professor G. De Marco for discussions and valuable sugges- 
tions. 
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